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1
Introduction

This article reviews the extant empirical literature on ‘nascent entre-
preneurship’, takes stock of its findings as well as theoretical and
methodological developments, and concludes by developing suggestions
for future research in this area. This is in the hope that such a review
and stock-taking will assist researchers in making the best use of extant
data sets on ‘nascent entrepreneurship’ and in designing future studies
on this topic.

As far as this author has been able to determine, the term ‘nascent
entrepreneur’ first appeared in the research literature in a method ori-
entated conference paper in 1992 [114]. The closely related concept
‘nascent venture’ first appeared in a journal article published the same
year [112]. It is, of course, no happenstance that both works are lead
authored by Paul Reynolds, who undoubtedly has been the main
driving force behind the major, empirical research programs in this
area. (cf. [43]). Another important influence that has brought the idea
of studying on-going start-ups to empirical realization is Gartner’s (and
collaborators’) calls for a re-orientation of entrepreneurship research
from characteristics of individuals to behaviors in the process of emer-
gence ([59], [60]; [61]; [83]). Other influential scholars’ early emphasis
on the process nature of new venture creation are additional but more
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indirect sources of inspiration that have helped giving shape to this
branch of research ([15]; [31]; [138]; [141]).

The key ideas behind the empirical study of ‘nascent entrepren-
eurs’ – or ‘firms in gestation’ – are the following: First, the research
aims to identify a statistically representative sample of on-going venture
start-up efforts. Second, in some projects, these start-up efforts are
subsequently followed over time through repeated waves of data collec-
tion so that insights can be gained also into process issues and
determinants of outcomes. This research approach is a central develop-
ment in entrepreneurship research, and, arguably, one of the greatest
contributions this line of research can make to social science in general.
This is so for the following reasons:

(1) The approach aims to overcome the under-coverage of the
smallest and youngest entities and the non-comparability
across countries that typically signify available business data
bases from statistical organizations. Overcoming under cover-
age and non-comparability allows describing and comparing
the prevalence of entrepreneurial activity in different econom-
ies. The more comprehensive studies of nascent entrepreneurs
also aim to overcome the lack of data on many interesting
variables that also restrict the usefulness of ‘secondary’ data
sets.

(2) The approach also aims to overcome the selection bias result-
ing from including only start-up efforts that actually resulted
in up-and-running businesses. This is achieved by screening
a very large, probabilistic sample of households or individuals
in order to identify those who are currently involved in an
on-going start-up effort. The potential criticality of this is
demonstrated by the fact that studying only those processes
that result in successfully established firms is equivalent to
studying gambling by exclusively investigating winners.1

1 From such a study one would, among other things, conclude that (a) gambling is profitable
(for the gamblers); (b) the more you bet, the more you win; and (c) the higher risks you take
(i.e., the more unlikely winners you pick), the more you win. While true for winners these conclu-
sions are, of course, blatantly false for the population of gamblers (cf. the population of start-up
attempts) ([38], [42]).
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(3) The approach further aims to overcome hindsight bias and
memory decay resulting from asking survey questions about
the start-up process retrospectively, and to get the temporal
order of measurement right for causal analysis.

The first of these points is a main rationale for the repeated cross-
sectional surveys in the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor studies (GEM)
(e.g., [106]; [107]; [108]; [109]; [110]; [111]) while the third point is a
key reason for carrying out the US-based Panel Study of Entrepreneurial
Dynamics (PSED) ([64]; [105]) and its likewise longitudinal counterpart
studies in various other countries, each of which has followed several
hundred start-up efforts over 12 to 72 months. The second point above
is, arguably, of central interest for both types of effort.

The purpose of this paper is to take stock of the developments of
‘nascent entrepreneur’ – or ‘firm gestation’ – research so far, and to
suggest directions for future research efforts along those lines. For this
purpose, over 75 journal articles, book chapters, conference papers and
research reports from the PSED; its international counterpart studies;
scholarly articles based on the GEM data, and a number of reports
from the Danish and German extensions of the GEM were reviewed
by the author. With regards to scholarly work based on these data sets
the intention has been to be as complete as possible2. To a lesser extent
reference will be made to policy reports and to other empirical work
on organizational emergence, which has been conducted outside of these
major research programs. The review generated 135 citations-supported
claims concerning NE research results to date in the first draft of this
paper. The accuracy of these claims was subsequently cross-checked
by a research-trained assistant and instances of possible misrepresent-
ation of the original works were carefully noted. This led the author
to revise the original claims in a handful of instances, whereas in a few

2 The form of publication has not been heavily weighted in this review. This is because (a) much
of this research is still on-going and many manuscripts have as yet not reached their ‘final destin-
ation’, and (b) the pressure and/or inclination to take one’s findings to (prestigious) journal
outlets is much lesser in many countries outside the US, so it is a false inference to assume that
all high quality work will appear in (prestigious) journals and that all work that does not is of
questionable quality. As regards doctoral dissertations these are considered published and finalised
works (with ISBN etc.) in Sweden and several other countries.
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additional cases the original claims were retained after the author re-
checked their accordance with the sources.

To a certain extent the author’s assessment of this field of research
builds also on his direct involvement as member of the Executive
Committee of the Entrepreneurship Research Consortium (ERC) – the
body that designed and initially funded PSED in the US – and as one
of the principal designers and investigators of the Swedish counterpart
study. While both PSED and GEM have collected data also on nascent
intrapreneurs – those currently involved in venture start-up activities
as a job assignment for an employer – the review will focus exclusively
on nascent entrepreneurs, unless the research concerns comparison of
the two groups or lumps them together as one category.

The review will proceed as follows. First, the thrust of the findings
will be reported for the following broad areas of research topics: Person
factors leading to nascent entrepreneur status; The discovery process;
The exploitation process; Some particular themes (Teams; Gender;
Ethnicity, and Growth aspirations), and The bigger picture (i.e.,
aggregate level antecedents and effects of nascent entrepreneurship).
The review will then turn to the issue of Developments so far – mostly
in terms of increasing theoretical and methodological sophistication.
Finally, Further development needs will be thoroughly discussed, and
a considerable set of specific propositions will be made regarding
improvements that can be made in future research efforts within this
general research approach. Although the research potential of the cur-
rent PSED and GEM data sets has been far from exhausted at this
point, and while some recommendations can be fruitfully applied to
analysis of extant data, they are largely written with entirely new
empirical projects in mind.3

3 For example, at the time of this writing a US-based ‘PSED II’ is under development and in
Australia an application for a comprehensive, PSED-like research program has just been approved.
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2
Person Factors Leading to Nascent

Entrepreneur Status

A common approach in early entrepreneurship research was to compare
‘entrepreneurs’ – understood as business founders or small business
owner-managers – with a comparison group of employed managers or
the general population (e.g., [19]; [134]). One of the problems with this
approach is that if a difference is found it is not clear how it should be
interpreted, because several possibilities are confounded by design (cf.
[40], p. 70):

• The propensity to engage in entrepreneurial behavior. Those
with higher propensity should, ceteris paribus, have a higher
likelihood of ending up in the ‘entrepreneur’ sample.

• The ability to succeed in such behavior. Those who are success-
ful in entrepreneurial endeavors should, ceteris paribus, have
a higher likelihood of still being members of the group sampled
as ‘entrepreneurs’ and therefore end up in that sample.

• The propensity to persist in the face of failure. Those who try
again, or stay in business despite sub-standard performance
(cf. [66]) should, ceteris paribus, have a higher likelihood of
ending up in the ‘entrepreneur’ sample.
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• A range of situational factors (i.e., not fundamentally person-
based) that contribute to engaging, succeeding or persisting in
entrepreneurship.

The comprehensive, ‘early catch’, longitudinal PSED design presents
an excellent opportunity to disentangle some of these issues. For
example, as will be demonstrated further below, entry versus process
differences by gender and ethnicity have interesting implications. As
will also be discussed below, however, the ‘failure’ issue is not as
straightforward as it might first seem, which is something the PSED
research has helped revealing. In this section the focus will be limited
to characteristics of those who enter into a start-up process. Compared
with earlier research this avoids confounding of the first two points
above and to some extent also the fourth one. Subsequent sections
concerning process issues address also the third point.

2.1. Resources in terms of human, social and financial capital

As regards Human Capital (HC), the PSED and GEM type studies
consistently find a positive effect of level of education on the probability
to become a nascent entrepreneur (NE). The shape of the relationship
differs somewhat between analyses. Swedish results ([45]; [50]) indicate
positive effects along the whole spectrum or towards the high end of
education, whereas US and international-comparative analyses more
emphasize under representation of those with low education, with no
further increase in the propensity to become NE above medium levels
of education ([84]; [104]; [109]). Based on German REM data, Wagner
[145] even reports lower NE prevalence for the highest education groups
compared to medium levels. On the other hand, Arenius and De Clerk
[9], who use GEM data from Belgium and Finland, find that those with
post-secondary education are significantly more likely than those with
lower education to agree that ‘in the next six months there would be
good opportunities for starting a business in the area where I live’ (i.e.,
a different dependent variable than NE status). The resolution of this
apparent contradiction may be that those with higher education also
have better non-entrepreneurial opportunities and therefore are less
likely to act upon the entrepreneurial opportunities they perceive.
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Where included, previous self-employment or experience of starting
one’s own firm typically come out with positive effects ([34]; [45]; [50];
[84]). Industry experience has not been studied much (possibly because
of difficulties attributing the nascent ventures to industries at early
stages), while previous management experience as well as years of work
experience seem to have weak or uncertain influence on the propensity
to become NE ([6]; [34]; [45]; [50]; [84]). Wagner [143] reports that
breadth of education and experience both are of importance, echoing
a finding that was highlighted in one of the early classics in entrepren-
eurship research [133]. In another work, Wagner [144] reports that work
experience in young and small firms has a positive effect on NE status.
This effect is also apparent in early works (e.g., [134]) but Wagner’s
ascribing it to the combination of smallness and newness rather than
to either dimension separately is a new addition. Finally, analyses of
GEM data have suggested very strong effects of self-reported confidence
in having the relevant skills for running one’s own business ([10]; [109];
[145]); cf. the theoretical concept of self-efficacy ([13]; [29]). All in all
there is considerable evidence that higher levels of relevant human
capital, as indicated by education, experience, and self-reported skill
increases individuals’ propensity to engage in venture start-up processes.

There is also evidence that Social Capital (SC) is important for
this decision. Swedish results indicate separate positive effects for
having parents or friends and relatives, respectively, who are self-
employed; direct encouragement from such role models; having worked
in parents’ firms; and the number of firms parents have run ([45]; [50];
[51]; cf. [37]). Cross-national analyses of GEM data suggest that those
who know others who are self-employed are more than twice as likely
to become NEs themselves ([10]; [109]; [145]). The importance of such
factors appear much weaker or non-existent in present-day US ([6];
[39]), although Kim et al. [84] found a positive effect of the percentage
of relatives who were self-employed.

It is somewhat debatable whether the effects of the above-men-
tioned indicators reflect social or human capital effects. For example,
Kim et al. [84] attribute the effect to the HC category. It is also possible
that working in parents’ firms [51] contributes more to human than to
social capital. Another Swedish result that questions the social capital
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hypothesis is the finding that those who have lived for a shorter time
in their current county are over represented among NEs [50]. Presum-
ably, those who have lived longer in the same place should have more
social capital to draw upon, at least in the local environment.

As regards Financial Capital the main finding to date is that
indicators of income and household net worth are not or only weakly
related to the propensity to become NE. In three closely related papers
based on US PSED data, Aldrich and Kim [6], Crosa et al. [34] and
Kim et al. [84], respectively, found no significant effects of such vari-
ables. Reynolds [104] found the same in a US forerunner to the PSED.
Across GEM countries a modest over representation has been reported
for the highest third on household income ([109]; [145]), which is also
what Delmar and Davidsson [50] report for Sweden. Arenius and Minniti
[10], on the other hand, found some evidence for a U-shaped relationship
across countries, but this effect disappeared in the presence of other
variables. In a similar vein, Grilo and Thurik [69] point out the lack
of any discriminative effect of perceived lack of financial support as
the most striking result of their analysis of multi-country data from
the Entrepreneurship Flash Eurobarometer.

All in all, the relationship between financial capital and propensity
to become NE is likely to be far more complex than a simple, linear,
positive effect. This is probably partly due to the simultaneous existence
of opportunity-based and necessity-based entrepreneurship [107], which
also leads to unemployment sometimes being positively related to NE
status [104] although the unemployed hardly have the best financial
capital situation for successfully starting a new venture.

2.2. Motivations and perceptions

It has already been noted above that those who have more confidence
in their start-up related skills are much more likely to become nascent
entrepreneurs. Other perceptual variables from the GEM studies have
also shown considerable differences between NEs and a comparison
group. This goes for, e.g., fear of failure (lower among NEs), economic
outlook for family and country (more positive among NEs), and
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(somewhat circular, perhaps) perception of opportunity ([10];
[109]; [145]).

Carter, Gartner, Shaver, and Gatewood [24] took a deeper look
into the stated career reasons of NEs and non-NEs in the US PSED.
More specifically, their analysis concerns the importance of (1) self-
realization, (2) financial success, (3) assuming roles, (4) innovation,
(5) recognition, and (6) independence. The results are interesting
and highlight the importance – for getting a realistic view of the phe-
nomenon of business creation as a whole – of (a) looking at the entire
population rather than only at the ‘high end’ of it, and (b) comparing
with other careers. First, although there are widespread beliefs that
business founders are innovative and financially motivated, there are
no group differences on these dimensions. Neither are there any differ-
ences for self-realization or independence; dimensions that frequently
seem to signify business founders in studies lacking a comparison group
([17]; [125]). Further, despite repeated results (cf. above) on the
importance of role models for going into self-employment it is actually
less the case for NEs than for the comparison group that they follow
role expectations. The NEs also score lower on (need for external)
recognition. To some extent these two results support a ‘rebel’ theory
of entrepreneurship: there is some tendency for NEs – relative to oth-
ers – to break away from well-trodden paths, and to care less about
what others think about that. In all, Carter et al.’s [24] results are
interesting. To the best of this author’s knowledge these issues have
not yet been analyzed in PSED’s international counterpart studies.

2.3. Other person factors

One of the clearest results across countries is the under representation
of women among NEs (e.g., [10]; [45]; [50]; [104]; [109]; [145]). The
gender issue will be further discussed in a separate section further
below, as will ethnicity. Other recurring results are a negative or cur-
vilinear effect of age, often with a peak in the 25–34 age bracket ([50];
[104]). Other variables such as household size; marital status, family
size, et cetera, have not yielded consistent results across countries.
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2.4. Conclusion

Somewhat pessimistically, Wagner ([145], p. 14) asks ‘What do we
learn from these studies that attempt to identify factors that are
important for becoming a nascent entrepreneur?’ and goes on to answer
‘In my view, not too much.’ Pointing at the regional level research
reported by Reynolds, Storey, and Westhead [113] as a positive example,
the most important reason for his pessimism is that lack of harmoniz-
ation of analyses and theoretical interpretation, which gives a patchy
and confusing view of the relationships. To a certain extent the present
author shares Wagner’s limited enthusiasm for the person-factor
research reported above, but mainly for different reasons. First, it was
already (believed to be) known from extensive, previous research on
established business founders that no person factors are very strong
determinants of getting into an entrepreneurial career, and that the
factors discussed above were at least of some importance. Second, the
PSED design is not necessarily ideal for comparing ‘entrepreneurs’ –
as a group of individuals who are assumed to have some differential
innate characteristics – to other groups. Nascent entrepreneurs are not
novice entrepreneurs; many of them do it for the second, third or nth
time. It is really the venture that is ‘nascent’, not the person. Moreover,
research suggests that roughly one third of the human population in
Western countries is at some stage of their life directly involved in an
independent business venture [50]. ‘Nascent entrepreneur’ is a temporary
state. What all this means is that comparing NEs to others is somewhat
akin to comparing ‘holiday makers’ to other people – some of whom
will obviously be on holiday in the next time period. Thus, in terms of
comparison of groups it may be argued that the basic logic of the design
is better suited for studying ‘How does being involved in a start-up
process affect the person?’ rather than for ‘What attributes of persons
make them enter a start-up process?’

However, as explained in the introduction to this section on person
factors the design used in previous studies potentially confounds several
different types of effects. So if the PSED/GEM type research has not
revealed many new ‘truths’ but mostly confirms what has been reported
in earlier studies about person factors increasing the probability of
starting one’s own firm, this was confirmation that was needed. Without
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it the debate could go on forever as to whether group differences rep-
resented differences concerning the propensity to engage, succeed, or
persist in entrepreneurial endeavors – or method artifacts resulting
from hindsight bias or memory decay. The results so far indicate that
interpreting results from previous research as reflecting the ‘engage’
dimensions has not been entirely wrong, saving the entrepreneurship
research community from a need for major re-interpretation of what
it thought was known.

In addition, the results reported so far do not completely lack
novelty. For example, Carter et al.’s [24] comparative results on
motivation for becoming NE definitely seem to deviate from what was
previously thought to be known, making the motivations of business
founders seem much less unique to that career choice. If confirmed in
future analyses comparing NEs with those pursuing other careers this
will be an area where research on nascent entrepreneurs changed the
received view of what leads to business creation.

2.4. Conclusion 11





3
The Discovery Process

PSED data from the US and Scandinavia have been used for analyses
of the discovery process, i.e., the origins of the business idea and how
different ways of finding and developing business ideas shape the fate
of the venture. As longitudinal, representative sample data have not
been available before it is natural that much of what has been presented
to date concerning the process is descriptive in nature. However, there
are also examples of theory testing and of efforts to relate characteristics
of the discovery process to subsequent outcomes.

3.1. Characteristics of the discovery process

A good empirical starting point for this section is Hills and Singh’s [72]
basic ‘fact finding’ about the discovery process. They note that about
1/3 of the NEs in the US PSED say they engaged in ‘deliberate search’
for a business opportunity. The share who agrees that ‘the best ideas
just come’ is also about 1/3, whereas more than 2/3 agree that finding
a business opportunity ‘has involved several learning steps over time,
rather than a one time event’. That is, a majority sees opportunity
identification as a process. This is important in relation to theorizing
à la Kirzner [87], where discovery is portrayed as an instantaneous
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flash of insight. Based on Bhave’s [15] distinction between ‘internally’
and ‘externally’ triggered opportunity identification the PSED mail
questionnaire included a question concerning what came first: the wish
to go into business for oneself, or the specific venture idea. In the US
PSED 37% of NEs say the idea came first, while 42% say the wish to
start one’s own firm came first, and 21% claim these were simultaneous
events [72]. This indicates a relatively high frequency of Bhave’s [15]
less textbook-like ‘internally stimulated’ process. The latter type of
process often starts with individuals identifying and solving problems
for themselves, only to eventually realize that others have the same
problem and that their willingness to pay for having it solved presents
a business opportunity for those who can solve it. Somewhat inconsist-
ently, however, the proportion contemplating only one idea is 27.8%
according to the same data set. With the high proportion of ‘internally
stimulated’ discovery processes one would have expected this number
to be even higher. Unpublished analyses of the Swedish data conducted
by the author suggest an even lower occurrence, less than 20%, of
processes starting with the wish to start one’s own firm, and over 50%
saying the idea clearly came first. In all, it is clear from these results
that in a large number of cases the process never includes a step con-
sisting of the screening and choice among a number of different venture
ideas (or ‘opportunities’).

Based on PSED-inspired research on new internal ventures in a
large cohort of young, independent firms (which was used as a screening
sample for emerging internal ventures), Chandler, Dahlqvist, and
Davidsson ([26], [27]) used 16 items and cluster analysis to arrive at
three relatively distinct and readily interpretable types of discovery
processes: proactive search, reactive search, and fortuitous discovery.
In their sample the first category was the most common, having the
same frequency as the other two combined. This easily leads to the
speculation that search in established firms would be more systematic
than in emerging firms. However, Honig [75] found no difference in the
Swedish PSED between NEs and nascent intrapreneurs (NIs; those
who are involved in a venture start-up for their employers) in the
proportion having engaged in systematic search. The figure arrived at,
21%, is more than ten percentage points lower than what Hills and
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Singh [72] reported for the US PSED, which is another indication of a
country difference in the propensity for systematic search. Based on
Norwegian data, Alsos and Kolvereid [7] compared the extent to which
novice and habitual NEs carried out market research, without finding
any significant difference. Neither did Alsos and Ljunggren [8] find any
gender differences on the same issue.

Smith [132] derived and tested a number of specific hypotheses
concerning the discovery process for codified vs. tacit venture ideas
(which he operationalizes with a combination of three questions). First,
he argues that codified opportunities are more frequent than tacit ones,
which is confirmed. Second, he holds that people are more likely to
find ‘codified opportunities’ through systematic search. This is also
confirmed (although the testing is performed in a somewhat awkward
way). Third, he holds that prior knowledge (cf. [127]) will be more
likely to lead to ‘tacit opportunities’. This prediction is also borne out
and further supported by qualitative, case based analysis. The paper
is interesting because it represents an early effort to explore and explain
why and how different types of venture ideas (or ‘opportunities’) result
from different types of discovery processes.

3.2. Process characteristics and outcomes

So far only a few papers have related discovery process characteristics
to outcomes. Before reviewing this research it is useful to know what
type of outcome variables have been used in this research. One type
of outcome is making (further) progress in the start-up process.
A continuous, dependent variable in this category is the number of
gestation activities completed in subsequent periods ([45]; [119]).
Another is the self-reported status of the venture, in terms on ‘aban-
doned’, ‘dormant’; ‘still trying’, and ‘up and running’ or a collapse of
these categories into a dichotomy ([22]; [53]; [57]). Another type of
outcome variable is financial performance. Examples here include
dichotomous dependent variables like achieving first sales, positive
cash flow or profitability by a certain point in time ([45]; [50]; [102]) as
well as continuous measures of levels of sales or profitability among
those who have at all reached the market ([27]; [54]). As will be dis-
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cussed later on, neither of these measures is ideal for all purposes, and
several of them have severe limitations for certain types of analysis.

Hills, Lumpkin, and Baltrusaityte [71] and Baltrusaityte, Acs, and
Hills [12] relate Bhave’s ‘internally stimulated’ and ‘externally stimu-
lated’ processes to various types of outcomes in terms of whether in
follow-up interviews the NEs got the venture up and running; were
still trying, or had abandoned it. Differences were found neither for
these outcome measures nor for projected future income from the ven-
tures. Likewise, the degree of formality of search was not related to
outcomes in the US PSED data. However, those who had explored
fewer ideas; had stuck to the same idea rather than changing it, and
whose ideas grew out of particular industry experience, were somewhat
more likely to have their firms up and running after 12 and 36 months.

Swedish PSED results relating process characteristics to making
further progress in the process (measured as numbers of ‘gestation
activities’ completed per time unit in the subsequent period) found a
negative effect of systematic search, and a positive effect of increment-
alism (i.e., that discovery had ‘involved several learning steps over
time’) [76]. So far, then, the results do not speak in favor of systematic
search. However, in their research on internal new ventures in young,
independent firms, Chandler et al. [27] found that ideas identified
through proactive search were implemented more rapidly than those
resulting from reactive search or fortuitous discovery. After 18 months
there were no significant differences in survival rates, but initiatives
based on proactive search had higher sales and return on sales than
the other two groups. For return on sales the effect was only marginally
significant (p < 0.10).

3.3. Conclusion

Interesting questions regarding the discovery process have previously
only been possible to address through retrospective designs with highly
questionable validity, and to some extent through experimental research
where the external validity can also be questioned (as can the extent
to which the subjects are representative for real world entrepreneurs).
As a result very little solid, empirically based knowledge exists in this
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area, and many interesting questions have not been addressed at all.
While the PSED design does not entirely overcome the problem of
retrospection – many of the reported search and discovery behaviors
have occurred several months before they are first reported in an
interview – it is unquestionably much less grave than when business
founders report on this process years in arrears. In addition, the PSED
design includes cases that will eventually be abandoned, while other
designs typically have a survivor bias.

Therefore, there is a potential for major contributions from PSED-
type research in this area. The early attempts point at interesting
possibilities to meaningfully distinguish empirically between types of
discovery processes. While these have also been related to outcomes
the picture that emerges from that part of the research is ambiguous
at this point. There clearly seems to be a need here for theory-based
predictions and interpretations; careful thinking about the boundary
conditions (e.g., for what types of ventures or venture ideas certain
results should be expected to hold), and further developments concern-
ing the measurement and time separation of outcome variables.
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4
The Exploitation Process

While the discovery process refers to the identification and conceptual
development of an idea for a venture the exploitation process refers to
the tangible actions that are taken in order to realize this idea, e.g.,
by acquiring resources and creating demand. Before proceeding further,
the reader should be reminded about the different types of outcome
measures that have been used in this research: dichotomous or continu-
ous indicators of making (further) progress in the start-up process, and
likewise dichotomous or continuous assessment of financial performance
among the remaining cases for which such assessment is relevant. Again,
no available measure is superior for all purposes and for some there
are non-negligible risks of misinterpretations. This is an issue to which
there will be reason to return.

An obvious first question concerning the exploitation process is
how many do at all become up and running businesses? An early
indication here was the Carter et al. [22] forerunner to PSED, in which
study 48% of the cases reported themselves as up and running busi-
nesses after 18 months. Reviewing studies employing somewhat different
methodologies and period length Wagner [145] found realization
rates ranging from 22 to 62%. According to his review a rather typical
12-month figure for studies employing PSED methodology seems to be
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around 45%. One should then note that this means within 12 months
from ‘first capture’ into the study. One problem with the PSED design
is that different ventures are caught at different stages, and some cases
may have been active start-up efforts for years before being sampled,
while cases that are abandoned rather quickly after initiation are, in
comparison, under sampled ([38], [42]). All things considered it may
still serve as a useful, rough estimate – and almost certainly subject
to spatial and temporal variations – that something in the order of
33–50% of all start-up efforts result in firms that trade in the market
for at least some period of time.

4.1. Factors leading to successful exploitation

Some researchers have investigated factors associated with success in
the exploitation process without looking at any characteristics of the
process itself. One example is Davidsson and Honig [45]. With regards
to making progress in the process they found positive effects of indic-
ators of specific rather than general human capital (cf. [32]; [35]). That
is, business education and previous start-up experience appear helpful,
while no effect was found for education level, management experience
or work experience. The positive effect of previous start-up experi-
ence on outcomes has been confirmed in other analyses of Swedish,
Norwegian and Dutch data ([51]; [53], [55]; [116]; [139]). Davidsson and
Honig [45] also found positive effects of Social Capital indicators on
making progress. However, it was in their analysis of financial outcomes
that the latter type of indicators came more to the fore. In particular,
linking up with a business network specifically for the purpose of fur-
thering the start-up came out with the strongest positive effect. A
suggestive general pattern in Davidsson and Honig’s [45] analyses is
that as the process unfolds from entry to progress and financial out-
comes, the relative importance of SC to HC increases, as does the
emphasis on specific (i.e., directly venturing-related) capital to general
forms of capital.

Delmar and Gunnarsson [51], who also used the Swedish PSED
data, found stronger support for effects of HC compared with SC. This
underlines that this type of results is highly sensitive to the specific
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indicators used for HC and SC, as well as which specific outcome
measure is used. An interesting observation based on Dutch is that the
familiar positive effect of previous start-up experience is confirmed only
for those who score low on other types of experience. We noted above
that Wagner [143] found breadth of experience to be a predictor of NE
status. More recent analyses by the same author cast doubt on this
being a success factor. It may simply be a question of some people
trying out many things, one of them being starting a business, without
their varied experience contributing to successful outcomes [147]. On
the other hand, Wagner’s [147] comparison of characteristics of nascent
and ‘infant’ entrepreneurs suggests previous industry experience is
of considerable importance for successful completion of the process.
Baltrusaityte et al. [12] lend some support for that notion based on US
PSED data.

Analyzing Canadian PSED data, Diochon et al. [57] found no HC
differences between NEs continuing and abandoning their projects,
respectively. For SC the only significant effect concerned direct
encouragement from close relatives. However, they found substantial
differences for cognitive dimensions that apparently have not been
analyzed in the other country studies. More specifically, those focused
on ‘doing things better’ were more likely to continue than those focused
on ‘doing things differently’. Likewise, those geared towards a venture
of ‘manageable size’ were less likely to abandon than those preferring
‘to grow as large as possible’. These results indicate that those initially
hoping to start innovative, high-potential ventures are more likely to
give up (which is confirmed by Samuelsson [120], based on Swedish
data). However, Diochon et al. [57] also make the important observation
that most of those who abandon do so because they want to, not
because they have to. This is but one aspect of the complicated nature
of the dependent variable in this type of research.

We have noted above that access to financial capital had little
relationship to entering into nascent entrepreneurship. The weak effect
of this factor is repeated in analyses related to outcomes. Based on
Canadian, Dutch and US data the conclusions have been the same
([57]; [103]; [140]). While access to financial capital may be extremely
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important for certain types of high-potential ventures it simply is not
the factor that makes or breaks the majority of business start-up efforts.

4.2. Process characteristics

A central set of variables in research on NE’s exploitation process is
the gestation activities undertaken during the process. The US and
Swedish PSED studies included questions concerning a set of more
than 20 different activities such as developing a business plan; securing
financial resources; deciding on a location for the business; having it
formally registered, etc ([61]; [62]). The Norwegian study also included
many of those while studies in other countries included much less of
this type of information. Some of the gestation activity variables are
dichotomous while others have several steps (like not-at-all; initiated;
completed), which means a range from zero to over 40 completed
behavioral steps can be created on the basis of these variables [45].
The answers were also time stamped by the year and month when the
activity was undertaken or initiated, and the set of questions was
repeated in each follow-up.

Based on the gestation activities variable set some researchers
have made efforts to map out the start-up process itself. An early
insight from forerunners of the PSED was that start-up processes can
follow almost any sequence – including having first sales before thinking
seriously about starting a business1 ([22]; [112]). Similarly, analysis of
US PSED data led Newbert ([102], p. 67) to conclude that there is
‘tremendous idiosyncratic variation among respondents’ with regard
to start-up activities, and Liao and Welsch [91] to propose that
firm gestation is a process where developmental stages are hardly
identifiable. Focusing solely on characteristics of the process itself,
however, Lichtenstein, Carter, Dooley, and Gartner [94] found that
compared to discontinued start-up efforts, the continued cases of
organizational emergence were characterized by a slower pace of start-

1 This sequence is not at all as absurd as it first seems, and probably happens rather frequently
for ventures started according to Bhave’s [15] ‘internally stimulated’ logic. This also points at
the questionable quality of ‘first sale’ as outcome variable or marker of the distinction between
‘firms in gestation’ and ‘established business’.
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up activities over a longer period of time and, interestingly, a flurry of
punctuated activity at the origin or near the conclusion of the effort.
On this basis, these authors hold that NEs can improve their chances
of success by bringing several start-up activities close to fruition, and
then complete them simultaneously, thus creating a ‘tipping point’
that drives the momentum of their efforts. This ‘punctuation’ idea is
pursued further in a related work where one case was followed concur-
rently and in-depth during the gestation process [95].

4.3. Process characteristics and outcomes

Lichtenstein’s work introduces the topic of how characteristics of the
process influence outcomes. While others have provided partial insights
into how carrying out specific start-up activities relates to eventual
outcomes (e.g., [91]; [103]; [140]) it is a series of papers by Frédéric
Delmar and Scott Shane, using a qualified subset of the NEs in the
Swedish PSED, that has most intensely penetrated this issue. In Delmar
and Shane [54] they explicitly ask whether the order of start-up activ-
ities matter. They start with the (average) sequence suggested by
17 Swedish ‘expert entrepreneurs’ as the normative basis, and analyze
the extent to which deviations from this norm punishes NEs with
substandard results regarding the obtaining of sales as well as level of
sales. They find that the more organizing activities the firm founders
undertake the more adverse is the effect of undertaking activities out
of the recommended sequence. That is, despite the enormous variations
in sequence demonstrated in descriptive research (cf. above) these
authors suggest there is indeed a ‘best sequence’; a normatively
recommendable order of organizing activities. Similarly, in Delmar and
Shane [55] the same authors show that undertaking ‘legitimating’
activities (e.g., business planning; registering a legal entity) early in
the process reduces the ‘hazard of disbanding’, i.e., makes it less likely
that the start-up effort will be abandoned. In a third paper they argue
that planning should be undertaken before marketing efforts begin and
provide analyses that appear to support that proposition [128]. In a
fourth paper they use slightly different analyses to support the hypo-
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thesis that business planning leads to favorable results in the business
creation process [53].2

While Delmar and Shane’s is the most comprehensive effort so far
to sort out, based on NE data, the very complex issue of what is a
recommendable process for successfully undertaking a business start-
up, their results have not been immediately and unanimously accepted
by other researchers who have greater belief in a flexible ‘action’ as
opposed to a ‘planning’ orientation ([22]; [77], [78]; [119], [120]). And
they should not necessarily be accepted, for despite Delmar and Shane’s
diligent work there are certainly questions that can be validly raised
against some of their conclusions. However, when assessing this critique
it should be remembered that it is only thanks to Delmar and Shane’s
work that some of the problems leading to the counter-argumentation
were detected; without their work these insights would not have been
gained. Some of the issues that may make their conclusions less certain
are the following:

• Causality. PSED’s longitudinal design puts the researcher in
a much better position to infer causality than cross-sectional
designs do. Yet, some results lend themselves to alternative
interpretations. For example, in Delmar and Shane [55] it may
well be an unmeasured, higher level of initial commitment (cf.
[22]; [35]; [49]) that leads both to the early undertaking of
legitimating activities and the later persistence in the process,
rather than legitimating activities directly causing survival of
the venture. This, of course, is a general problem and in no
way particular to the work of Delmar and Shane.

• Other evidence on the suitability of different types of process.
The main thrust of Delmar and Shane’s result is that it
propagates a linear, orderly and planned process. As we have
already noted, Hills et al. [71] and Baltrusaityte et al. [12]
compared outcomes for NEs following Bhave’s [15] presumably
more emergent (also in the exploitation phase) ‘internally

2 Delmar and Shane interpret the primary role of a business plan as a means of legitimating the
venture in the eyes of external parties, which makes it part of the exploitation process. Business
planning can alternatively be regarded as part of the discovery process.
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stimulated’ process with those following the presumably more
planned and orderly ‘externally stimulated’ process, and found
no differences. Likewise, Sarasvathy’s [121] much recognized
reasoning on effectuation vs. causation processes is relevant
here. Her empirical results suggested that expert entrepreneurs
show more of the former type of process, which relies less on
planning and more on incremental and flexible behavioral steps
forward [122]. At the very least one would assume that different
types of processes fit better for different types of ventures ([40];
[123]). This relates to the heterogeneity problem discussed
below.

• Other evidence specifically on the effects of business planning.
While Delmar and Shane estimate positive effects of business
planning other analyses of the same and similar data set have
reported no or very weak effects of planning. For example,
Carter et al. [22] did not single out planning as a positive factor
in their original effort along these lines. In analyses of US PSED
data, Newbert [102] found no effect of planning on reaching
sales, and neither did Parker and Belghitar [103] in a relatively
sophisticated econometric analysis. In a directly comparative
analysis Honig and Karlsson [79] found positive effects in the
US but not for Swedish NEs of having prepared a written
business plan, suggesting the effect may be culture-specific. In
alternative analyses of the Swedish PSED data, Honig and
Karlsson [78] found only marginal support for business planning
enhancing survival, and no support for business planning pos-
itively influencing profitability. All in all, Delmar and Shane’s
interpretations would have been more convincing had their
results appeared more robust across samples and model specific-
ations. It should be emphasized, though, that to date no results
based on PSED type data seem to support a belief that business
planning is harmful. In addition, the particular result that
planning (and other legitimating activities) decreased the risk
of involuntary but not voluntary termination is an interesting
observation that strengthens the Delmar–Shane view on the
effect of business planning [52].
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• The nature of the dependent variable. In part geared in that
direction by the logic of their most used analysis method (Event
History Analysis), Delmar and Shane’s most favored dependent
variable contrasts abandoned cases with an ‘other’ group with
all non-abandoned cases. A serious shortcoming of this approach
is that the ‘other’ group will consist of a combination of
(a) successful cases; (b) those that unwisely continue what
should have been terminated, and (c) those who never put
their effort to an ‘acid test’ and therefore continue to be classi-
fied as ‘still trying’.3 The importance of this problem is illus-
trated by the early finding by Carter et al. [22] that the ‘up
and running’ and ‘abandoned’ cases seemed rather similar (but
different from those ‘still trying’). These two groups undertook
similar activities; the difference seems to be that some arrived
at the conclusion that their efforts would lead to a winner while
others draw the opposite conclusion.

Importantly, both may have been right in their assessments
(cf. also Diochon et al.’s [57] findings about those who aban-
doned often doing so voluntarily). If business start-ups are
regarded as experiments with uncertain outcomes, the only
failed cases are the experiments that never lead to a conclusive
answer.4 Abandoned cases, by contrast, may in many instances
be regarded as experiments that successfully determined at
reasonable cost that what initially seemed to be a profitable
business opportunity probably was not. This shows that
abandoned vs. not-yet-abandoned – especially if interpreted as
failed vs. (more) successful – is not a suitable dependent vari-
able in research on nascent entrepreneurs. Therefore, normative
conclusions like ‘Our results demonstrate that entrepreneurs
should complete business plans before talking to customers or
initiate marketing and promotion’ ([128], p. 783) should not
be drawn on the basis of such analyses. For example, it may

3 It should be noted, however, that Delmar and Shane made an effort to reduce the problem of
‘eternal still trying cases’ by only accepting into their analysis cases that were initiated within
approximately nine months prior to the original interview.
4 However, and making this issue even more complicated, Parker and Belghitar [103] point out
that there are theoretical reasons to believe that waiting can sometimes be valuable.
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be the case that some of the planners who continue do so
unwisely as victims of well known psychological phenomena
such as ‘escalation of commitment’ [98] or ‘failure to use negat-
ive information’ [48]. It should be noted here that Delmar and
Shane’s [54] results concerning deviations from the ‘experts’
recommended process are not subject to this caveat.

• The nature and heterogeneity of the sample. The PSED-type
studies to date have aimed at obtaining nationally representat-
ive samples. This is one of the strengths of the research, but
also one of its weaknesses. One of the things researchers
involved in this research have learnt is that a simple, random
sample of business start-ups will be dominated by rather
mundane, low uncertainty and low potential efforts in mature
industries. Therefore, if Delmar and Shane [54] have indeed
distilled a ‘one best process’ out of their data it is to that kind
of business start-up this result is generalizable. Further, a
simple random sample of business start-ups will by necessity
be a very heterogeneous sample along many dimensions. As
has been demonstrated in works reviewed below, there is reason
to analyze sub-groups separately rather than assuming that
the sample is homogenous enough to yield meaningful results
without sub-divisions.5

• The nature of the operationalization. Finally, it should be noted
that limitations of the PSED data may make the process appear
more directional and linear than it actually is because once a
gestation activity is reported as completed no further informa-
tion is collected on later elaboration or modification on that
specific dimension.

In summary, Delmar and Shane’s work on the venture start-up
process is a good example of growth of scholarly knowledge in this
domain. If one is willing to accept their results the series of papers by
Delmar and Shane has made major strides forward in our understanding

5 It is perhaps superfluous to point out that sub-dividing the sample leads to the problem of not
having enough cases to analyse, and the number of cases was a factor that Delmar and Shane
simply had to accept at the outset of their work.
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of the NE exploitation process. For those who remain doubtful, their
work has made major strides forward for our ability to identify and
articulate what precisely has to be done in future research in order to
arrive at results one can have confidence in. One of the obvious steps
forward is to look for differences across types of NEs and types of
venture start-ups. This work, which has already begun, is what will be
reviewed in the next sub-section.

4.4. Process characteristics and outcomes for various sub-
groups of NEs

Observing the heterogeneity problem, several researchers have
analyzed sub-samples by different ‘types’ of NEs or ventures. For
example, in his dissertation work Samuelsson ([119]; [120]) first
demonstrated that two subgroups representing innovative vs. imitative
(the latter alternatively being labeled ‘reproducing’ or ‘equilibrium
opportunities’) start-ups can be distinguished empirically. The former
group is much less numerous than the latter. He then went on to
demonstrate that different factors explain outcomes for the two groups.
For example, with respect to making progress in the process, education
level had a positive effect for innovative ventures but a negative effect
for imitative ventures (possibly reflecting better ‘other alternatives’ or
a higher prevalence of businesses ‘on the side’ for the more highly
educated). Just as for Davidsson and Honig [45], the analyses also
indicate differential effects at different stages of the process. For
example, ‘instrumental social capital’ is relatively more important for
imitative ventures, and its importance increases over time, whereas
‘emotional social capital’ has an effect only initially and only for
innovative ventures. Unlike Lichtenstein et al. [94] and Alsos and
Kolvereid [7], Samuelsson [120] also found that those who undertake
more activities per time unit are more likely to succeed, leading him
to promote a ‘doer’ approach to venture creation.

Further, Samuelsson’s ([119]; [120]) results demonstrate that
variables included in the PSED research can explain a fair amount of
the outcome variance for the minority of innovative ventures but an
almost embarrassingly small share of the outcome variance for imitative
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ventures. This indicates that either the design is based on implicit or
explicit theories that are not very good at explaining the latter phe-
nomenon, or the imitative group is still too heterogeneous for any strong
generalities to shine through.

Starting from a dynamic capabilities framework and using the US
PSED data, Newbert [102] made a similar distinction among low,
moderate and high tech start-ups. Echoing Samuelsson’s findings, the
amount of variance explained is highest for the high tech, and lowest
for the low tech group. Newbert [102] found differences in the explan-
atory models for the different groups but although he made a worthy
attempt to put forward theoretical rationales for some of them, many
differences regrettably appear rather haphazard, reflecting that this
line of research still has a long way to go before fully satisfactory ways
of measuring, explaining and interpreting patterns in the exploitation
process have been developed.

In a similar vein Liao and Welsch [92] tested a set of hypotheses
concerning the exploitation of ‘tech’ vs. ‘non-tech’ nascent ventures.
First, they found support for the hypothesis that the gestation period
is longer for technology-based ventures. This is another result that
signals that great care must be taken with selection of dependent
variable and interpretation of ‘success’ in this type of research. The
fact that the process takes longer does not preclude that the venture
will eventually be more financially successful. Second, their results
confirm that technology-based venture start-ups undertake a greater
number of start-up activities. Again, this is a group difference with
method implications. At reaching the same specific number of completed
activities (and perhaps even the same activities) one venture may
effectively be up and running while the other still has a long way to go.
The result also confirmed sub-hypotheses that the level of activity was
more intense for technology-based ventures concerning activities relating
to legitimacy, planning and marketing, but not for resource transform-
ation. Finally, Liao and Welsch [92] did not find the systematic
sequencing differences that they expected between the two categories.

Analyzing Norwegian data, Alsos and Kolvereid [7] compared types
of NEs rather than types of ventures. More specifically, they contrasted
the exploitation process for novice, serial, and parallel founders, i.e.,
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those who do it for the first time compared with those who have done
it before and those who engage in a start-up alongside already running
one or more firms (cf. [151]). Not very surprisingly, both categories of
‘habitual’ entrepreneurs turned out more likely to invest own money
and to hire employees. Neither is it surprising that the parallel founders
devote less time to the start-up. Other results are less obvious. It turns
out that parallel founders are more likely to form a team; make use of
government funding, and engage in sales promotion activities. A com-
mon pattern here seems to be to make other people and their resources
work for you. Despite the slower pace of the process parallel founders
are also more likely to generate income at an early stage and eventually
to get the venture up and running, which are perhaps indications that
these are people who know how to play the ‘entrepreneurial game’.
The sequencing of activities appeared similar for the groups, but the
serial founders were more likely to devote full time and complete a
number of activities early on. Interestingly, the results indicate that
while the parallel founders show several signs of being ‘professional
business founders’, the serial founders do not appear on average to do
much better than the novices. This leads to yet another important
insight for theory and method: one reason for becoming ‘serial’ founder
is failure at previous attempts, and in some cases these failures indicate
low skill. This suggests that a sample of ‘habitual entrepreneurs’ – and
perhaps serial ones in particular – will be ‘contaminated’ by a sub-set
of founders who habitually fail (cf. [89]). This suggests that researchers
may be better off starting from a theory-based criterion of ‘expertise’
rather than mere empirical evidence of prior experience, when contrast-
ing more and less accomplished entrepreneurs (cf. [70]).

The Norwegian team has also compared the exploitation process
for male and female NEs [8]. These results will be reviewed in the ‘Some
Particular Themes’ section.

4.5. Conclusion

The exploitation process is a phenomenon for which concurrent, longit-
udinal research on nascent entrepreneurs can truly make unique contri-
butions. At this point, it is probably a fair assessment to say that what
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has been done so far represents a very promising start of that work.
As regards factors associated with more or less favorable outcomes the
research community is beginning to build an ability to distinguish
among factors that increase (a) the probability of entering into nascent
entrepreneurship; (b) the propensity to persist in such endeavors, and
(c) the likelihood of success. As regards process characteristics, the
time-stamped ‘gestation activities’ have turned out to be one of the
most useful and versatile aspects of the PSED design, making possible
many truly new insights.

However, the research conducted so far has also revealed that the
exploitation process is a far more complex phenomenon to successfully
penetrate than the researchers involved may have imagined at the
outset. Consequently, considerable work remains to be done. Theoretical
development and deeper empirical investigation are needed in order to
correctly interpret some of the initial findings. For example, it would
quite possibly be a mistake to accept at face value that financial capital
and human capital dimensions such as education level and managerial
experience are unimportant for successful exploitation of venture ideas
just because these variables fail to consistently yield significant, positive
effects in regression analyses. Underlying processes that may conceal
positive effects of education and experience are that the better qualified
may have a higher frequency of starting sideline businesses and/or be
more likely to terminate the process because of more attractive
employment opportunities, and/or apply higher standards for what
constitutes a level of performance high enough to make a continued
effort worthwhile [66]. As regards financial capital the case may be
that individuals start whatever businesses available means allow them
to start, so that the effect shows in terms of type of business started
and later survival rates, rather than in very early outcome variables
such as making progress in the process and achieving first sales. In this
context it is worth considering Geroski’s [65] observation that high
barriers to survival rather than high barriers to entry seem to charac-
terize many industries. On the other hand, Grilo and Thurik’s [69]
failure to find any effect of their finance variable across all levels of
engagement in entrepreneurial activities (including having given up a
start-up effort and being an ex-owner-manager of a business) rather
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supports the notion that for most business start-ups the finance
dimension truly is not the most crucial one at any stage of development.

As regards process characteristics there is a need for stronger
conceptualizations regarding what the various types of gestation
activities represent, as well as some level of agreement across
researchers on that issue. The above review has also highlighted the
heterogeneity problem, which leaves work to do regarding how to best
define and locate the most relevant sub-samples, or else deal with the
heterogeneity in the analysis. Not least has the work to date revealed
that researchers need to take greater care in the selection and interpret-
ation of the dependent variable. For example, there have been repeated
indications that achieving sales may not always signal reaching anything
near completion of the process; that abandonment does not necessarily
represent a ‘worse’ outcome than continuation, and that a longer process
is not always an inferior one.
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5
Some Particular Themes

The US PSED paid special attention to issues of gender and ethnicity
via over sampling and – to some extent – inclusion of questions eman-
ating from a special interest in entrepreneurship among women and
ethnical minorities ([21]; [68]). The team characteristics section of the
questionnaire was also well developed [4]. In addition, several manu-
scripts about NEs have focused on their growth aspirations [80]. These
themes are what will be reviewed in this section.

5.1. Characteristics and dynamics of new venture teams

In a descriptive analysis, Aldrich et al. [4] note that a majority on NEs
work in teams. After weighing to correct for the women and minority
over sampling the proportions in the US data are 48% solo NEs and
52% team NEs. For Sweden, an even higher proportion of team NEs
has been reported, viz. 56–58% ([45]; [55]). While it demonstrates that
team entrepreneurship is a common phenomenon this result does not
mean that a majority of nascent ventures are started by teams. This
brings us to a fundamental and largely unresolved issue with the PSED
design: is it a sample of individuals or a sample of ventures? If the
latter, team start-ups become over sampled with the approach used
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because there are more individuals (and households) who represent a
team start-up than a solo start up [42]. So far, surprisingly few
researchers have explicitly addressed this issue.

Aldrich et al. [4] further report that most teams, 74%, have only
two members. The proportions then fall monotonically, with 17, 7 and
5%, respectively, having three, four, and five or more members.
Touching upon issues for the following two sub-sections, they further
note that as many as 64% of the teams are mixed gender and 86%
single ethnicity. Importantly, the reason for the frequent occurrence
of mixed gender teams is that 53% of the team NEs join forces with
their spouse or romantic partner. Another 18% have non-spouse family
members as team mates, while 15% team up with business associates.
All in all this demonstrates the importance for an empirical researcher
to get the basics right. First, team start-ups are very frequent, so the
implicit assumption in early entrepreneurship research studies that one
person equals one venture is clearly a flawed idea leading to flawed
research design. Second, however, the ubiquity of team NEs does not
mean a very high frequency of high-powered, well-balanced teams that
have been formed solely for competence-based and/or economic-rational
reasons. Rather, the high proportion of team NEs is a consequence of
a combination of over sampling (in a sense) of team based ventures
and the high incidence of spouses, other romantic partners and family
members venturing into business together.

This is further demonstrated in Ruef, Aldrich, and Carter [117].
This work investigates US PSED teams more deeply in terms of the
extent to which functionality, homophily, status expectations, network
constraints, and ecological constraints determine team composition.
The results clearly point out that homophily and network constraints
imposed by strong (i.e., family) ties are the most powerful forces behind
team formation. In plain English this means that other than the gender
mix resulting from real or de facto spouses venturing together, teams
are mostly made up by people who are similar in terms of gender,
ethnicity and occupational background. Little support was found for
teams being formed with the purpose of having different team members
cover different functional specializations. A particularly surprising
result was a tendency away from occupational diversity in larger teams.
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Ruef et al. [117] did not investigate how team composition relates
to outcomes. Their contribution lies rather in the sophistication of the
analysis, separating ‘romantic’ teams from the others and applying an
analysis technique that forces one to compare with the relevant base
rates, leading to a realistic empirical description of the phenomenon of
team entrepreneurship. As has been noted already this phenomenon is
dominated by inter-individual relationships quite different from the
entrepreneurial team in the typical entrepreneurship textbook
(e.g., [137]). Based on the latter, one would suspect Ruef et al.’s
descriptive results to be normatively questionable. Aldrich, Carter,
Ruef, and Kim [5] have started the investigation of how NE team
composition relates to outcomes. While they could confirm that team
start-ups were significantly more likely than solo efforts to become ‘up
and running’ firms, they found no indication that gender homophily
made any difference with respect to this outcome. The effect of ethnic
homophily was difficult to discern because differences between ethnic
groups overshadowed effects of having an ethnically homogenous team.
It should be noted that similarity and diversity regarding educational
and occupational experiences were not investigated.

Kim and Aldrich [85] looked instead at the effect of changes in
the team over time on business outcomes. They found that teams with
stable ownership structures were more likely to be operating rather
than still being in an active start-up phase. Further, for teams with
more than two members the change in team composition was low both
for firms achieving operating status and those remaining in an active
start-up phase. They also found operating start-ups to be less likely to
have changes in racial composition. In all, the results lead the authors
to speculate that team stability is conducive of achieving operating
status.

Combining analysis of Swedish data with those of a US sample of
young firms, Chandler, Honig, and Wiklund [28] also investigated effects
of team (in)stability. Their research question concerned whether team
size and heterogeneity affect the occurrence of changes in team compos-
ition, and whether the latter in turn influence performance, operation-
alized as reaching profitability. Based on the Swedish PSED data they
found that larger teams were more likely to add new members, but not
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more likely to drop members. These results were reversed, however,
for their American sample. Further, teams that added members were
less likely to have reached profitability. The authors interpret this as
adding members being a disruptive event that often has dysfunctional
consequences. However, the result may alternatively be interpreted as
(a) the venture being in trouble already, causing both the addition of
a new member (supposedly as an intended remedy to the problem) and
the sub-standard performance, or (b) that they belong to a category
of more complex start-ups, requiring both more diverse skills (hence
the adding of team members) and longer time to reach profitability.

5.2. Gender

The main findings from NE research about gender issues are easy to
summarize. First, there is a very consistent under representation of
women among nascent entrepreneurs. Second, once in the process there
are few differences between men and women concerning how they go
about organizing the new venture, and what outcomes they accomplish
to reach.

As regards female participation in nascent entrepreneurship the
most recent GEM data suggest that across countries, there are about
twice as many male as female NEs; i.e., women make up about one
third of all NEs [1]. The gender divide is particularly wide in southern
Europe while in the US the gap is much smaller. Verheul and Thurik
[142] show that essentially the same factors explain male and female
participation across countries. Further, while they found no good pre-
dictor directly related to the female share of NEs, the by-gender analysis
suggests that the female participation rate in the work force is one
major explanation why the relative under representation of women in
entrepreneurship varies by country. The observation in early GEM
reports that the female-to-male ratio tends to be higher in countries
with high over all levels of business start-up activity is in line with this
explanation [111]. Other institutional factors may aggravate the prob-
lem. For example, Davidsson and Henreksson [44] discuss the reason
why Sweden – which has very high general work force participation
among women – has a larger sex difference in NE prevalence than, e.g.,
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the US. They argue that institutional arrangements – especially regu-
lation of health care and education as well as tax levels that render
many personal and household services non-marketable – have system-
atically hampered women’s ability to exploit their educational and
vocational assets through starting and running independent businesses.

The results obtained by Davidsson and Honig [45] are an example
of the typical pattern. While their analysis contrasting characteristics
of NEs and the comparison groups yields a highly significant result for
sex, none of the analyses concerning making progress or reaching finan-
cial outcomes indicated strong or reliable effects attributable to the
sex of the founder(s). Using various outcome variables, Diochon et
al. [57] and Parker and Belghitar [103] have confirmed the absence of
gender effects on outcomes for Canadian and US data. Newbert [102]
further demonstrated that this holds true both overall and for groups
of NEs at different levels of technological sophistication. Further,
Matthews and Human [97] found no gender difference in growth
expectations in the US PSED, while Schoett and Bager [126] found
higher growth aspirations among men in Danish data, and Cassar [25]
found that the relationship between start-up motives (independence
and financial gain) and growth aspirations was stronger for female than
for male NEs.

Alsos and Ljunggren [8], who focused particularly on process dif-
ferences between male and female entrepreneurs, found some process
differences but no differences in outcomes. Specifically, they found a
marginally lower percentage of women reporting having prepared a
business plan. Further, women NEs were more likely to apply for
(subsidized) government funding help, but given application there was
no sex difference in receiving such assistance. Women NEs were sub-
stantially less likely to have hired employees. One out of three indicators
of speed or intensity of the process, viz. the average number of months
between the initiations of activities, yielded a marginally significant
lower score for women (see Davidsson and Honig [45], who found a
similar, weak tendency). Importantly, however, most of the differences
identified by Alsos and Ljunggren [8] were small, and they were not
associated with outcome differences.
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All in all, the results so far suggest there is every reason not to
exaggerate gender differences in nascent entrepreneurship. In essence
the results indicate no differences in outcomes; some rather small dif-
ferences in process, and a marked and consistent difference in entry.
It can be questioned even for the latter difference whether it represents
an effect specifically related to entrepreneurship. For example, Reyn-
olds [104] demonstrated that in a (truly) hierarchical, multivariate
analysis the rather clear bivariate difference by sex has a tendency to
disappear, suggesting that more fundamental, institutional factors that
create differences in, e.g., education and work experience are at work,
rather than the female under representation reflecting an entrepreneur-
ship-specific, ‘innate’ difference by sex. If there is a ‘pure’ gender dif-
ference it may have to do with entrepreneurship generally being ‘male
gendered’ [3], making it less considered by women, or seem less
attractive to them. Within the confines of nascent entrepreneurship
research, Wagner [146] has suggested that an entrepreneurship specific
gender difference may reside in the relative fear of failure. He cites
general and entrepreneurship specific literature to back up the notion
that women tend to perceive more risk, and also to be more risk averse.
However, this gender by fear-of-failure interaction hypothesis does not
hold up in Arenius and Minniti’s [10] analysis of cross-national GEM
data. On the contrary, in their analysis of US GEM data Köllinger and
Minitti [88] found a significant negative effect of ‘fear of failure’ on NE
propensity only for white men.

5.3. Ethnicity

Other than the team results discussed above, the issues of ethnicity,
minorities and immigrants has so far not been much analyzed in the
nascent entrepreneurship research. This is despite this dimension being
singled out for over sampling in the US PSED study [68]. One early
indication, however, shows the importance of the research approach
and the tremendous sociological implications of the results. This is that
the pattern for African Americans (and possibly Hispanics) seems to
be the opposite of that for women. That is, while other data suggest
African Americans are under represented among the self-employed, the
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PSED data show they are at least equally represented, and more likely
markedly over represented among NEs ([67]; [68]; [84]). Analysis of US
GEM data confirms this result [88]. Thus, while female under repres-
entation is related to never trying in the first place, under representation
of some minorities seems related either to problems getting start-up
efforts to an operational stage, or to differential survival rates (cf. [88]).
This suggests radically different strategies for policies towards overcom-
ing the problems of under representation in the respective groups.

Some studies, like Delmar and Davidsson [50], report over repres-
entation of immigrants among NEs, while Kim et al. [84] do not find
such an effect in the US PSED. This, however, adds nothing new to
the literature. It has been well established for a long time in the
entrepreneurship literature that some immigrant groups are over rep-
resented while others are under represented among independent entre-
preneurs [130]. The reasons for this are less investigated. A remaining
task is therefore to disentangle the extent to which over representation
in certain immigrant groups is contingent on (a) discrimination in the
work market for employment; (b) entrepreneurial cultural heritage
from the specific group of origin, and (c) self-selection of entrepreneurial
individuals among those who show the initiative to break up from their
old country and start anew elsewhere.

5.4. Growth aspirations

Previous research has provided indirect as well as direct evidence that
entrepreneurs’ growth motivation predicts a meaningful amount of
variance in actual, subsequent growth ([36]; [56]; [99]; [154]), making
the study of NEs growth aspirations a somewhat more meaningful
exercise than it otherwise would have been. The main results so far on
this topic can be summarized in a couple of sentences: NEs’ future
expectations for their businesses are typically very modest. Yet, they
are probably higher than the average start-up manages to realize. For
example, Delmar and Davidsson [49] report for Sweden that out of 405
NEs, 306 and 208 of them expected to have only 0–1 employees after
one and five years, respectively. Further, the internal non-response was
high for five year projections, suggesting many of them had not even
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thought about what size of firm they were trying to create. Human
and Matthews [80] show that aspirations are typically low for US-based
NEs as well. For example, the median expected revenue after five years
is a mere USD 100 000, and on a dichotomous attitudinal item 78%
say they prefer to keep the firm at a manageable size rather than
growing it as large as possible.

Schoett and Bager [126] combined NE data with data for groups
of established firms that are young and mature, respectively. This is
how they arrive at the conclusion that despite the above, NEs actually
exaggerate their expansion prospects. A complicating factor regarding
the generalizability of this finding is that for some reason the Danish
NE’s growth aspirations do not appear quite as modest to begin with
as in some other countries. For example, 30% of their NEs expect to
reach and employment size of 10–99 employees within five years. At
any rate, Schoett and Bager [126] interpret the higher aspirations of
the NEs relative to the other groups as showing that either do those
with higher aspirations abandon the start-ups at a higher rate (cf.
Gimeno et al.’s [66] results concerning differential thresholds for con-
tinuing), or the NEs learn to adapt to more realistic goals. Referring
to Brown and Kirchhoff [20], Carter et al. [22], and Shane [127], Schoett
and Bager argue that both effects have been identified before.
Regarding the learning and adaptation hypothesis, psychological and
economic theories suggested by Lewin, Dembo, Festinger, and Sears [90]
and Jovanovic [81] are also worth mentioning in this context. As regards
PSED-based empirical results Diochon et al. [57] confirm that growth-
orientated NEs are more likely to disengage from the start-up. Analyz-
ing a German PSED pilot study Welter [149] made the same interpret-
ation based on cross-sectional differences between NEs and established
firm owner-managers. Her observations of the different determinants
of growth aspirations for NEs and established entrepreneurs are actually
very interesting as they suggest that the underlying reason may be
that higher levels of human capital, i.e., more education and experience,
may lead to more realistic goals and therefore higher levels of goal
completion. This would reconcile some instances of surprisingly weak
effects for HC variables on projective performance measures.
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When it comes to explaining variance in NEs growth aspirations
the short story is that this is difficult to do. Delmar and Davidsson [49]
tried a variety of explanatory models based on different theories and
sets of independent variables, and then combined the best predictors
in a final model. Their interpretation was that a set of indicators likely
to reflect the NE’s level of commitment (incorporation as legal form;
expectation that business would provide main income; number of
gestation activities initiated/completed; growth as explicit goal) had
some predictive ability. Given the results just discussed concerning
growth-orientated NEs greater propensity to disengage the label
‘commitment’ should perhaps be exchanged for ‘ambition’ – which also
points at a certain circularity in the result. Other than this, Delmar
and Davidsson’s [49] main conclusion is that the ability to predict the
(projected) future development of business start-ups is very limited.
US results reported by Matthews and Human [97] and Matthews, Ford,
and Human [96] essentially boil down to the same conclusion. For
Denmark, across their three samples Schoett and Bager [126] found
some support for five out of eight hypotheses about dispositions that
drive growth aspirations. However, only two hypotheses, viz. higher
growth aspirations for men and for those with higher self-reported
entrepreneurial competence, gained support in the NE sample.
Moreover, the gender difference is not supported by Matthews and
Human [97] and with one remaining significant difference out or eight –
and a percept-percept based one at that (cf. [33]) – the pattern for
Danish NEs comes close to statistical expectation based on stochastic
variation. Cassar [25] was able to establish that goals of financial success
was the most important determinant of growth aspirations among
US NEs, which he holds challenges earlier reports that non-economic
concerns are relatively more important determinants of business owner-
managers’ growth willingness [153]. Liao and Welsch’s [93] demonstra-
tion of how different forms of social capital (and financial, but not
human capital) influence growth aspirations represent perhaps the
theoretically most meaningful findings to date in this area, although
some of their operationalizations of SC may be a stretch of that theor-
etical concept.
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In summary, the analyses of NEs growth aspirations have helped
create a realistic image of the modesty of the typical new venture start-
up. There are also interesting indications in the material that some
start-ups have high aspirations for the wrong reasons (incompetence;
over-optimism) while others have modest aspirations for the right
reasons (realism). It is further quite clear that those with higher
aspirations are more likely to abandon the start-up. This, again,
demonstrates the care that must be taken in this type of research
regarding selection of the dependent variable and interpretation of
results relating to that variable. While attempts to explain variation
in growth aspirations have generally only enjoyed very moderate suc-
cess, Liao and Welsch’s [93] results emphasize the importance of social
capital (or a supportive environment) in forming ambitious goals for
the start-up.
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6
The Bigger Picture

On an aggregate level, the most important outcome of the GEM and
PSED research is perhaps its portrayal of the enormity of this phe-
nomenon. The GEM research has yielded estimates that about
500 million people were simultaneously involved in nascent or recent
entrepreneurial activity, out of a base rate of six billion [106]. Including
indicators also of past involvement in business start-ups the research
approach has demonstrated that even in a country like Sweden – which
has comparatively low NE prevalence rates ([44]; [107]) – almost 30%
of the adult population has had direct experience from involvement in
independent start-ups at some point in their lives, and in the US that
proportion is closer to 40% [50]. Against this background, it is easy to
agree that what this research has achieved is that ‘. . . the results have
transformed the perspectives of policymakers and scholars alike. Never
again will entrepreneurship be seen as a peripheral activity unrelated
to economic adaptation and change . . .’ ([106], p. 226).

Importantly, however, far from all nascent entrepreneurs pursue
business start-ups with high potential and/or for positive reasons. For
example, in 2003 some 27% of the NEs characterize their efforts as
necessity-driven rather than opportunity-driven. This is probably still
a low estimate. Further, only one NE in 33 expects their venture to
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have significant innovative impact [107]. Variance across countries
in the relative prevalence of such subgroups suggests that a raw count
of NE prevalence captures partly different phenomena in different
countries.

The GEM research has revealed enormous cross-country variation
in total NE prevalence rates, with anything from 1 to 40% of the adult
population being directly involved in an on-going business start-up
effort at a given point in time. Among structurally similar, industrial
countries the range of variation is considerably narrower – and the
phenomenon under investigation possibly more comparable – but it is
surely not an unimportant finding that countries like Japan, France
and the Netherlands consistently show much lower prevalence rates
than Anglo-Saxon countries ([1]; [107]; [108]; [109]; [110]; [111]).

Investigating the causes and effects of such variation is the primary
target for scholarly research based on the GEM data. Towards that
end, a first research conference dedicated solely to analyses of GEM
data was held in Berlin in April 2004. A selection of papers from that
conference appears in a special issue of the journal Small Business
Economics (Vol. 24, No. 3). Although other sources will also be used,
this set of articles will form the backbone of the remainder of this sec-
tion. It should be noted that in GEM based research the prevalence of
NEs is often combined with the prevalence of recently started firms in
the so called ‘TEA Index.’

Within-country regional effects on NE prevalence have been
reported by, e.g., Delmar and Davidsson [50] for Sweden and by Wagner
and Sternberg [148] for Germany. For the US different studies have
arrived at significant [104] and non-significant [84] differences among
Census Regions. However, other types of research have been more
informative regarding regional differences in entrepreneurial activity
within countries (e.g., [11]; [113]). Davidsson and Henreksson [44] used
PSED and GEM data to establish that Sweden has a comparatively
low NE prevalence rate. They explain this by carefully examining a
set of institutional arrangements and showing that they are systemat-
ically biased against the birth (and growth) of new, independent firms.
However, their analysis included no systematic comparison of institu-
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tional arrangements across countries, leaving room for alternative
explanations for the low NE prevalence rate in Sweden.

Salimath, Cullen, and Parboteeah [118] make an interesting
attempt to analyze the influence of cultural and institutional variation
by compiling such data from other sources and relating them to GEM
prevalence data across 22 countries. At this point, however, their res-
ults appear too tentative to allow any confident interpretations. More
convincing is a very interesting analysis of 36 GEM countries by
Wennekers, Stel, Thurik, and Reynolds [150], who likewise include
supplementary data from other sources. These authors attempt to make
sense of the U-shaped relationship between level of economic develop-
ment and NE activity, which emerges from the GEM data (Verheul
and Thurik [142] also include this U-shaped relationship in their analysis
but employ a different main focus). Wennekers et al. [150] show that
it is variance in opportunity-based entrepreneurship that is the driver
of the non-linearity. That is, necessity-based entrepreneurship decreases
with the level of economic development. The important conclusion
from this research is that it suggests different policy strategies for
countries on different levels of development. For the most advanced
countries improving incentive structures for start-ups (and the commer-
cialization of scientific findings) are the most promising policy altern-
atives, according to these authors. Developing nations may be better
off pursuing the exploitation of scale economies; foreign direct invest-
ment, and improved management education.

In a related paper Stel, Carree, and Thurik [135] explicitly make
NE activity the independent variable, and relate it to GDP growth
across 36 GEM countries. They also include a Growth Competitiveness
Index, compiled from other sources, as independent variable so as not
to over ascribe explanatory power to independent start-up activity.
They do find relationships, but in accordance with the results obtained
by Wennekers et al. [150] a significant, positive effect is found only for
rich countries and not for transition economies or developing countries.
One of the analyses instead suggests the effect for poorer countries is
significantly negative. In line with these differential results Acs and
Varga [2] may have been wise to delimit their analysis to the nine
European Union countries that participated in GEM. For these coun-
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tries they found significant but not very strong effects of (agglomeration
and) entrepreneurial activity on technological change. Finally, Wong,
Ho, and Autio [155] related different versions of the TEA index to
GDP growth per worker. Their results show miniscule regression effects
for overall TEA as well as for opportunity- and necessity-based version
of the index. Their newly computed ‘high-growth potential TEA’ did,
however, come out with a statistically significant effect of meaningful
magnitude. Consequently, these authors argue that it is not just any
business start-up activity but specifically that with higher potential
that drives economic development. It should be emphasized that such
a finding is not trivial or self-evident. Other research has suggested
that because of their vast numbers the more modest start-ups may
actually sum up to greater aggregate effects [47]. Wong et al. [155] also
included data from other sources, viz. patenting statistics, in their
analysis so as not to over ascribe results to new venture creation.

In all, the aggregate level analysis have helped map out the nature
and scope of nascent (and recent) entrepreneurial activity across
countries worldwide. This has forced a development towards greater
sensitivity to ‘types’ of nascent entrepreneurs and emerging new ven-
tures. Scholars have also demonstrated that for aggregate level analysis
the GEM data can be very useful for cross-national comparison because
other statistics on start-up activity may not exist or are less comparable
due to different data collection procedures. The GEM data can therefore
lead to unique new insights, especially if combined with data from
other sources on other country characteristics. The attempts to use
GEM data for micro level analysis have been relatively less successful,
as the number of variables and sophistication of measurement fall short
of what is needed for meaningful analysis on that level of detail.
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7
Developments So Far

7.1. An atheoretical research endeavor?

One of the criticisms of research on nascent entrepreneurship is that
it has not been sufficiently driven by theoretical insights and concerns,
gearing researchers towards exercises in empirical fact finding that may
not make the results travel through space or stand the test of time (cf.
[40], p. 33). To some extent such criticism is no doubt valid. To a
considerable extent, however, it builds on limited insights into the
nature and history of this research. As regards GEM, it is first and
foremost a policy research project aimed at addressing issues of imme-
diate social interest and relevance in the participating countries. As
such, it has been enormously successful ([43]; [106]). Its design builds
on a crude conceptual framework that reflects a combination of eco-
nomic theory; previous, tentative empirical generalizations, and a dose
of common sense. It has never aspired to contribute to any particular
theoretical research frontier. This is not to deny, of course, that the
quality of the policy advice emanating from the project would likely
benefit from stronger theoretical input. It should also be noted, however,
that in many participating countries little or no academic entrepreneur-
ship research was undertaken before. Therefore, the GEM study can
act as the catalyst that directs the right human and financial resources
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to academic research in this area, similar to the igniting effect of the
Bolton Report in the UK and David Birch’s classical study on job
creation in the US ([16]; [18]).

As regards PSED, a large number of theoretical perspectives con-
tributed to the design of the study [64]. In one sense the problem is
rather that the study aims to incorporate so many theoretical perspect-
ives that no single theory could be allotted the questionnaire space
needed for a more comprehensive test. The financial reality behind this
is that a rather large team, involving some 30 academic institutions,
had to join forces in order to make the study feasible at all [63].
Needless to say, with so many interests sharing the same limited space
the questionnaires would not allow comprehensive testing of any one
theory. Further, there is little doubt that some sections of the question-
naires are purely exploratory and phenomenon-driven rather than
theoretically anchored. However, even this may be defensible. It must
be remembered that the core target of the PSED research is the process
of emergence; i.e., a combination of two issues on which few extant
theories in any discipline do a particularly good job.

7.2. Increased theoretical sophistication

There has undoubtedly been a development towards increased theoret-
ical sophistication over time. In the earlier works (e.g., [7]; [8]; [22];
[49], [50]; [104]; [149]) the word ‘theory’ or any of its derivatives is
rarely mentioned, and specific hypotheses are not developed or tested.
The section between ‘Introduction’ and ‘Method’ is typically labeled
‘Literature Review’ or ‘Previous Research.’ The titles of these works
also reveal that they are largely explorative, fact-finding exercises driven
by a curiosity about the empirical phenomenon of firm emergence.

Around the year 2000 there seems to be a turning point where the
research starts to address specific hypotheses (e.g., [51]; [119]) although
concepts clearly pointing at specific theories do not appear in the main
title. In more recent works (e.g., [45]; [55]; [78]; [84]; [93]; [102]; [117])
there is typically a section called ‘Theory’; ‘Theoretical Development’;
‘Theoretical Framework’ or ‘Conceptual Development.’ Further,
hypotheses are developed and formally tested, and theoretical concept
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like ‘Human Capital’; ‘Legitimacy’; ‘Institution’, and ‘Strong Ties’
typically appear in the main title. In fact, the PSED research has been
far more theory-driven than this review may indicate, as space limita-
tions prohibit the reporting in full of the theoretical vantage points
and interpretations with which the various contributors associate their
results. To give a few brief examples, Davidsson and Honig [45] base
their hypotheses and interpretations on theories of human and (different
forms of) social capital. Delmar and Shane [54] draw upon institutional
theory as well as two strands of evolutionary theory. Their other
papers are structured in a similar way. Kim et al. [84] and Liao and
Welsch [93] are similar examples based on the US PSED, while New-
bert [102] uses the dynamic capabilities framework in developing his
hypotheses.

A particularly fine example, in this author’s opinion, is Honig and
Karlsson’s [78] work on business planning. Based on institutional theory,
their analyses tell a rather interesting, coherent and somewhat provoc-
ative story about business planning as an activity pursued because of
mimetic and coercive institutional pressures rather than because it
helps produce favorable results (cf. [46]). In their analysis, the relation-
ship to business outcomes is weak or non-existent. Another very fine
example of theory-driven NE research that has reached prestigious
publication is Ruef et al.’s [117] work on team composition, which was
described above in the ‘Teams’ sub-section.

Researchers have also demonstrated the suitability of using GEM
data for theory-testing purposes. This includes, e.g., theories concerning
the effects of agglomeration ([2]; [115]) as well as exogenous and endo-
genous growth theory ([2]; [155]). Other theoretical perspectives have
also been employed ([118]; [136]).

In summary, there has been a laudable re-direction towards more
explicit and sophisticated conceptualization in NE research over time.
This is not to suggest that this development is without problems. One
problem is that different researchers select whatever indicators are
available in these publicly (or at least widely) available data sets in
order to operationalize concepts they were not originally intended to
measure, i.e., a threat to validity. While the upside of this is the ver-
satility of the data sets a more ideal process would have the same
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theories guide design, data collection and analysis. It may also be
questioned whether knowledge of the investigated phenomenon has
advanced far enough for this branch of research to turn wholeheartedly
to theory-testing. However, at this stage of development it may be
argued that exploration based on longitudinal cases, or interplay
between qualitative and quantitative exploration, may be more com-
mendable that further exploration of quantitative data alone ([94]; [95];
[132]).

7.3. Increased methodological sophistication

There has also been considerable development towards increased
methodological sophistication over time within this line of research.
As regards sample construction, the original criterion for the funda-
mental question of ‘who is a nascent entrepreneur?’ was an affirmative
answer to the question ‘Are you, alone or with others, now trying to
start a new business?’1 In the final US PSED design the qualifier was
added in the screening interview that the respondent expected to be a
(part) owner of the venture. The GEM studies have subsequently added
two additional qualifiers in order to determine whether cases may be
under- or over-qualified as NEs (i.e., inactive or already to be considered
operational firms). Using PSED type data, various researchers have
used responses concerning gestation activities in the ensuing phone
interview to arrive at a more precisely defined set of eligible cases. For
example, Delmar and Davidsson [49] required respondents to have
completed at least two ‘gestation activities’ in order to qualify, and
considered cases as already started if (a) money had been invested and
(b) a legal entity had been formed and (c) income had been made from
the business. Delmar and Shane ([52], [53], [54], [55]) used a slightly
different set of criteria. Most importantly, they excluded cases that
were initiated more than approximately nine months prior to the initial
interview, thus reducing problems of retrospection and low intensity
efforts that should perhaps not be regarded serious start-up attempts.
Shaver, Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds [131] thoroughly discuss the

1 The interview screens also for ‘nascent intrapreneurs’. However, as explained in the introduction,
this review is delimited to analyses concerning nascent entrepreneurs.
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problem of exactly determining NE status in a paper that regrettable
has not been published in full length. The issue is also dealt with in
the PSED Handbook (e.g., [23]). While there is no consensus – and
perhaps there cannot be – on who or what should and should not be
regarded a valid case it is probably safe to suggest that there is now
more widespread insight that this is an issue that the researcher cannot
take lightly.

As regards using NE prevalence as indicator of level of entrepren-
eurial activity the GEM research has progressed from using the overall
NE rate to including it as one of several indicators, and refining the
analysis by distinguishing between necessity- and opportunity-driven
NEs; innovative vs. imitative start-ups, and separating those with high
growth potential from all others ([1]; [107]; [108]; [109]; [110]; [111]).
In 2003 a new index was added to gauge innovative intentions among
established firms [107]. Thus, the research has gradually made it possible
to use the data for various definitions of ‘entrepreneurial activity’.
Analyses provided by Wennekers et al. [150] and Wong et al. [155]
have demonstrated how critically important these distinctions are.

Regarding other operationalization issues researchers have shown
considerable creativity in using a combination of PSED items to create
new variables that are more robust or reflect other concepts than the
original items can capture on their own. This goes not least for the
gestation activities ([21]; [62]), which have proven particularly useful
and versatile. They have been used as single items (e.g., [128]) and as
aggregate indices (e.g., [45]); as independent (e.g., [92]) as well as
dependent [120] or control variables [128]. They have also been used
for determining whether cases are under- or over-qualified as NEs [131]
and for re-organizing the data set ([55]; cf. below). Further, using the
time stamping of the activities researchers have computed new variables
like duration (time elapsed since first gestation activity), recency (time
since most recent activity) and efficiency (average time between
activities) ([49]; cf. [7] and [22]). Samuelsson’s [120] comprehensive
indices for ‘instrumental’ and ‘emotional’ social capital are other
examples of how items have been combined to create new and hopefully
more robust measures.
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As regards organization of the data set, level of analysis problems
occur at re-interviewing points when the respondent has left a team
that is otherwise still working on the start-up as well as when the
respondent is still an NE but working on a completely different start-
up. In order to deal satisfactorily with such cases the Swedish PSED
team created two versions of the data set, one of which follows ‘surviv-
ing’ individuals and the other following surviving ventures. Data collec-
tion and inclusion of valid cases were organized accordingly. Another
problem with the PSED data is that the cases have been active for
different duration of time when they are first caught by the screening
interview. In their series of papers, Delmar and Shane ([52], [53], [54],
[55]) have dealt with this by excluding cases that have already been
active for a long time and by re-organizing the data set according to
the time of first activity rather than time of first interview.

It is perhaps with regards to analysis methods that the greatest
development has been visible. For analysis of categorical outcomes an
early and useful step towards increased sophistication and relevance
was Reynolds’ [104] application of CHAID (Chi-square based Automatic
Interaction Detection) for analyzing NE prevalence in different socio-
demographic sub-groups; a practice later picked up by Delmar and
Davidsson [50]. The approach communicates much more efficiently
than most other methods, findings regarding in what sectors of society
entrepreneurial activity is high and low. Otherwise the categorical
analyses (such as NE vs. non-NE or current status of the start-up effort
in 2–4 categories) have moved from bivariate frequency comparisons
([7]; [50]) and more exploratory multivariate techniques such as one-
way ANOVA and discriminant analysis [22] to the more causally ori-
entated logistic regression technique ([45]; [102]) and further to rather
sophisticated multinomial logit modeling with Heckman correction for
non-random attrition ([103]; cf. also [53]). In order to overcome the
problem of bias because of uneven group sizes – a situation that often
occurs in entrepreneurship research; cf. Reynolds [104]–Wagner ([144],
[146]) pioneered the use of Rare Events Logistical Regression [86] for
analysis of NE data.

As regards sequencing, where Carter et al. [22] and Alsos and
Kolvereid [7] used little in the way of formal techniques Liao and
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Welsch ([91], [92]) more recently used new and advanced graphical,
node-linking techniques within the Clementine® package. Other
examples of application of ‘non-standard’ methods as tools for reach-
ing farther include Samuelsson’s ([119]; [120]) use of Latent Class
Analysis for substantiating the existence of more and less innovative
subgroups; Ruef et al.’s [117] use of Structural Event Analysis; van
Gelderen et al.’s [140] application of PRINCALS (a factor analytic
technique that can handle ‘ordinal’ data) and Lichtenstein’s [95]
sophisticated techniques for analysis of longitudinal case studies. Fur-
ther, analysts have moved on from exclusively examining linear,
additive models to including interaction effects ([28]; [144]) and non-
linearity [135] – as well as demonstrating the critical importance of
such more ambitious modeling for our understanding of the phenomena
under scrutiny. The previously discussed analyses of more homogenous
subgroups can also be mentioned in the same category ([7]; [93]; [102];
[119], [120]).

Two developments in particular have been introduced that allow
making more full use of the longitudinal nature of the PSED data. One
is Delmar and Shane’s reorganization of the data set into monthly
spells and application of Event History Analysis for relating process
characteristics to outcomes ([52], [53], [54], [55]; [128]). Even though
great care must be taken with the dependent variable this technique
is likely to prove a fruitful tool for further research into the venture
gestation process. The second example is Samuelsson’s ([119]; [120])
introduction of LGM (Longitudinal Growth Modeling; see [100]; [101]).
As this technique is designed to predict both initial state and develop-
ment over time it also addresses the problem of the cases being first
captured at different stages in the gestation process. Further, as it is
designed for the use of a continuous variable (e.g., accumulation of
gestation activities) it is an excellent complement to Event History
Analysis, which is designed for binary outcomes. The latter technique,
on the other hand, is better at handling the attrition problem. Hence,
a combination of both may be needed in order to arrive at a more
correct portrayal of the true process dynamics [120].

In summary, considerable development is evident on the method
side in nascent entrepreneurship research. Thanks to these develop-
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ments, researchers who now begin to analyze – or design the collection
of – this type of data start from a much better foundation than what
was available when the PSED project started for real some ten
years ago.
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8
Further Development Needs

In this author’s opinion, the above review has proven the PSED-GEM
approach to research on nascent entrepreneurs a workable, meaningful
and very promising way of gaining new and deeper insights into new
venture creation. While the above has shown that considerable devel-
opment has occurred in this young strand of research its very youth
warrants it should come as no surprise that further improvements are
possible. Based on the above review and other insights into this line
of research, this section will be dedicated to such further possibilities
for improvements. These will be presented in the form of propositions.
In line with the opening of this section, the first proposition is:

Proposition 1: The PSED ‘early catch and then follow up’ approach
is essentially sound and should remain a standard tool in empirical
entrepreneurship research.

However, although the current methodology has worked quite well
there may be reasons to revise even this fundamental aspect of the
design. Essentially, the current methodology allows the respondents to
decide whether they should report themselves as NEs or not. This
works fine if the criterion is allowing enough to include all cases that
are intended to be eligible, and researcher-controlled criteria can be
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used subsequently to narrow down the sample to include only valid
cases. There are signs, however, that under reporting of cases intended
to be valid does occur. For example, in Germany and Ireland there
have been issues of suspected underreporting when the standard PSED-
GEM question is asked, possibly because individuals in ‘craft industries’
and independent professionals do not necessarily see what they are
setting up as a ‘business’ (C. O’Gorman, F. Roche, and F. Welter,
personal communication). In addition, ventures that are started out
of first solving a problem for oneself rather than a wish to go into self-
employment, i.e., Bhave’s [15] ‘internally stimulated’ process, may
advance quite far and encompass several completed ‘gestation activities’
before the individual(s) involved think of what they are doing as
‘starting a business’. This may lead to under reporting of such cases,
or confounding of early catch with fast completion if this category on
average has proceeded further when first included in the sample.
Moreover, the researcher may want to include ‘social/non-profit’
entrepreneurship as well, or postpone judgment regarding the distinc-
tion between such cases and ‘regular’ entrepreneurship. For these
reasons:

Proposition 2: The screening for a valid sample of NEs should
start with the broadest self-perceived definition of NE that is
practically possible, and rely on researcher-controlled criteria for
narrowing down from there to the sample finally judged eligible.

The fact that NEs are relatively rare makes the PSED-GEM procedure
for locating a large, nationally representative sample relatively costly.
The reward, if the process is successful, is statistical representativeness
and hence comparability. The downside is that the sample will be very
heterogeneous and dominated by imitative, low-potential ventures.
While the GEM experience is that country differences are relatively
stable over the years and correlations of different temporal and concur-
rent indicators of entrepreneurial activity are generally high ([1]; [107]),
there are also cases where individual countries show rather erratic
patterns, which appear not to be unrelated to changes of supplier of
the interviewing services ([73], [74]). In combination with the Germany-
Ireland issues discussed above this shows the importance of exactness
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in execution of harmonized procedures. As regards heterogeneity, the
GEM researchers have successfully addressed this problem by assessing
different types of nascent entrepreneurship. For PSED type research,
which aims at more theory-driven and fine-grained analysis, the hetero-
geneity of the sample and the dominance of low potential ventures are
more serious problems. Further, social science is not the same as
opinion polls, and theories are not constructed by democratic vote.
Generalizations are aimed to ultimately refer to theoretical categories,
not to a specific empirical population in a particular country at a par-
ticular time. Hence, the fact that a particular type of venture is more
common than another does not automatically make it theoretically
more important, so that one should let it dominate the results ([46],
Ch. 5). It is therefore not a given that a simple random sample is the
most suitable for investigating theory-driven, micro level research
questions concerning nascent entrepreneurship and firm emergence.
Some pre-stratification based on education or profession/vocation of
respondents may be possible in some countries, but in general the
prospects for probabilistic sampling of more narrowly defined categories
of NEs are very limited. In order to get, for example, sufficient numbers
of high-tech and/or high-potential ventures run by teams assembled
for competence reasons it may therefore be necessary to use other
sampling mechanisms than probability sampling.

Proposition 3: For GEM type, aggregate level research questions
statistical representativeness, ensured through probability sampling;
culturally adapted harmonization; high response rates, and weighing
in relation to population data, are essential features. Heterogeneity
problems can be satisfactorily dealt with via a small number of
classification variables and – possibly – somewhat larger samples.

Proposition 4: For PSED type process research purposes theoret-
ical representativeness is the more important issue. Therefore, the
sampling should ensure sufficient representation of theoretically
interesting types of ventures, even at the cost of sacrificing prob-
ability sampling.
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The non-random sampling of NEs from disadvantaged groups can,
e.g., be captured among applicants to governmental assistance programs
whereas higher potential start-ups at early stages can be identified via
business incubators and business angel networks. If researchers resort
to non-probability sampling of ‘interesting’ ventures it would be highly
advantageous to do so as an addendum to a ‘conventional’ PSED study,
as there will always be a need for relevant yardsticks to compare with
(cf. below).

Related to the heterogeneity problem it is being increasingly
emphasized that issues of fit and interdependence are relatively more
important than universal factors that influence all cases equally ([38],
[40]; [127]; [129]). In the above review this has turned up in the form
of radically different sub-sample results and critically important inter-
action effects.

Proposition 5: Researchers conducting this type of research need
to pay more attention to the heterogeneity of NE samples by
(a) sampling more narrowly; (b) applying theories that predict and
explain particular forms of heterogeneity; (c) applying sub-sample
analysis, and (d) modeling and evaluating interaction effects (i.e.,
moderator variables).

Another problem that the review has revealed is the issue of level
of analysis. Is the sample a sample of nascent entrepreneurs; of firms
in gestation, or perhaps of cases illustrating ‘the individual-opportunity
nexus’ [129]? While all three are possible, it is this author’s conviction
that the design is better suited for analysis on the (emerging) venture
level rather than the individual level. For reasons elaborated elsewhere,
relating individual characteristics to the fate of a single venture over
a limited period of time does not do justice to psychological theory nor
to the real importance of person-related variables [41]. Another problem
with the individual level is the confusion between ‘nascent’ and ‘novice’.
It is really the venture that is ‘nascent’; PSED research demonstrates
that a significant share of individuals involved already run other busi-
nesses or previously have done so. With teams the issue is different
because the team is usually uniquely associated with one and only one
venture.
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Proposition 6: PSED type research can have the individual, the
team, the venture, or the specific venture – individual(s) combin-
ation as the focal unit. Importantly, however, the choice of theory,
informant(s), operationalizations, and criteria for regarding cases
as (still) valid should consistently reflect this choice of level of
analysis.

Proposition 7: PSED type research is best suited for venture
and/or team levels of analysis.

For team level research, the analyses by Aldrich and co-workers
have demonstrated that such work should start by separating spouse
teams (incl. de facto) from other teams. As regards the venture level,
influential entrepreneurship scholars have noted that entrepreneurship
has tended to be ‘one-legged’ in its detailed examination of personal
characteristics of the individuals involved whereas very little attention
has been paid to characteristics of the emerging venture itself, or ‘the
opportunity’ as Shane and Venkataraman [129] denote it. Hence, future
research in this area would benefit from paying more attention to
characteristics of the emerging venture and how it evolves over time
from a crude idea to an operational business model.

The review has further revealed that while the PSED-GEM pro-
cedure, when successful, yields a probabilistically representative sample
of nascent entrepreneurs on a given date, it does in a certain sense lead
to over sampling of team start-ups and of processes of longer duration
(cf. [42]). Further, the procedure does not produce a ‘clean’ cohort; the
cases eventually included will not have been initiated at the exact same
point in time and hence some of them will be close to completion while
others just barely fulfill the minimum criteria for being regarded a valid
case. The most obvious error that can arise from this is that factors
that lead to rather late (self-identification and) reporting of NE status
may mistakenly be interpreted as success factors because such cases
may complete the process more quickly (cf. Proposition 2).

Proposition 8: Researchers conducting this type of research
should be aware of the potential over sampling of teams and
‘long’ processes and apply remedies to these biases if they are
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deemed important considering the specific research questions being
pursued.

Proposition 9: Researchers conducting this type of research should
be aware that cases are not equally far advanced when first cap-
tured and apply satisfactory remedies to this problem.

As indicated above, this author does not believe exact statistical
representation relative to a particular empirical population to be the
most critical issue, and sometimes weighing of the data to reflect such
a population may actually conceal theoretically important findings.
However, when correction of team and length-of-process is deemed
important this can be accomplished with the help of weighing based
on data from the surveys concerning the number of members in the
team and the time elapsed since the first gestation activities compared
with the average time in the sample. For the problem highlighted in
Proposition 9 it is difficult to conceive of a process orientated analysis
situation where this would not be a problem. There are different ways
in which it can be addressed with different levels of sophistication.
First, already established design elements of assessing and time
stamping all relevant gestation activities should be retained. Second,
the time since first activities and/or the number of activities already
completed can be used as control variables in hierarchical, multivariate
analysis. Third, the data set can be re-arranged based on the timing
of the first activity/activities, so that cases are aligned according to
this criterion. Due to the great variance in process sequencing ([22];
[91]; [102]) it is probably not possible or advisable to align them
according to a particular activity. Finally, an analysis method such as
LGM that explicitly models variance in initial state can be used ([119],
[120]).

A very important issue for future research will be the selection
and interpretation of the dependent variable. The review has shown
that first sales can come early in the process rather than marking the
articulation into operating status; that ‘abandonment’ is not necessarily
a worse outcome than continuation; that different ventures may need
to complete different numbers of activities in order to achieve operating
status, and that their (successful) gestation process may require different
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amounts of time. This will render careless or mindless application of
any available outcome variable highly dubious. Moreover, in PSED
type research so far the status of the venture in terms of ‘abandoned’,
‘dormant’, still active’ and ‘up and running’ has so far relied on the
respondent’s perception of the meaning of these classifications, which
is highly unsatisfactory.

Proposition 10: In continued work on NEs/the venture gestation
process it is imperative that the greatest care be taken in the
selection and interpretation of the dependent variable. In order to
yield meaningful, credible results the DV must be theoretically
relevant and validly operationalized.

While the problem of relevant performance measurement is not
unique to this line of research (cf. [30]) and while no perfect solutions
readily present themselves, there are a number of steps forward that
researchers can take. As regards categorical status of the venture this
should more ideally be based on as researcher-defined criteria as pos-
sible. Perhaps a combination of status on a pre-defined set of the
‘gestation activities’ would present a good solution, especially if these
were assessed in a refined manner, allowing more dynamism to be
captured. Second, in analyses of categorical outcomes more than two
categories may have to be included – and the analysis method accord-
ingly chosen. If the analysis method dictates two outcomes the pairwise
contrasting of several categories may be better than lumping together
cases that threaten to represent theoretically very different phenomena
in a single ‘other’ category. When abandonment is used as an outcome
criterion the interpretation can be improved if the analysis distinguishes
between ‘voluntary’ and ‘non-voluntary’ abandonment, or between
cases terminated with and without significant financial loss. Further,
the assessment of financial outcomes such as sales and profitability can
be refined as regards the magnitude and regularity of these phenomena.
When completion of gestation activities is used the ‘not relevant for
this venture’ responses can be used more than they apparently have
been so far. This would allow computation of new variables such as
‘percent of relevant activities completed’ and ‘number of relevant
activities yet to be completed.’ Such variables would help better align
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and compare venture gestation processes requiring different degrees of
complexity. Finally, allowing a longer time separation between cause
and effect may reduce the tendency to discriminate against cases that
take longer to reach (possibly greater) eventual success, and to give
the true effect of the explanatory variables enough chance to
shine through (cf. [14]; [152]). It should also be noted that for analyses
on the individual and team levels completely different dependent vari-
ables than ‘venture performance’ may be more theoretically relev-
ant [41].

A problem that comes with longitudinal research, and which most
of the NE literature is surprisingly silent about, is the issue of attrition.
It is as if researchers – including the undersigned – shrugged their
shoulders and were content that the problem was not worse (because
the general experience has been that continued participation among
eligible cases is rather high). However, as some of the methodologically
sophisticated researchers in this area have noted, attrition is a problem
that must be addressed in order not to arrive at biased results
([54]; [103]).

Proposition 11: In future research on nascent entrepreneurship
researchers should explicitly address the problem of attrition.

There are various ways in which this can be done. One, which has
already been employed, is to work hard to keep up levels of continued
respondent cooperation in the data collection phase. Another is to
apply researcher-controlled criteria for defining cases as ‘abandoned’
or ‘up and running’ and thus not to drop such cases too lightly from
continued data collection, or to change the contents of interviews on
a questionable basis. In the analysis phase partial remedies include
applying analysis methods that are designed to deal with attrition [128]
or correcting for non-random attrition [103]. When one’s main method
requires complete data the alternatives at hand are to perform supple-
mentary analyses in order to get some sense for the severity of the
problem [120] or to apply sophisticated methods for data imputation
([58]; [124]).

While the review has demonstrated increased sophistication of
conceptualization and use of theory in this line of research, this is
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another area where further developments are needed. Among many
possible examples, those of Honig and Karlsson [78] and Ruef et al.
[117] show that careful application of strong theory to extant NE data
can lead to new, provocative or unexpected insights, and make wonders
for the meaning of the empirical relationships that are investigated.
Conversely, the above discussed ‘contamination’ of habitual entrepren-
eurs with habitual failure-creators demonstrates that the research would
benefit from using a theoretically defined notion of ‘expertise’ – rather
than just experience – as the vantage point. The tendency of
researchers to use whatever variables are available and regard them as
indicators of their favorite theoretical concepts demonstrates the risk
of not having the same theoretical perspective govern the entire research
process. The result may well be that research is portrayed as more
theory-driven than actually is the case, as well as invalid theoretical
interpretations being superimposed upon given empirical relationships
(cf. [156]).

However, the process of venture emergence is a phenomenon which
few extant theories explicitly address. Therefore, it is also important
not to let the confines of extant theory restrict what can be discovered
about the phenomenon. Hence, researchers may find it necessary to
combine and adapt existing theories in order to make useful tools out
of them, or even to develop new theory. Before uncritically adopting
existing theories ‘as is’ these are some of the questions worth asking
for a researcher investigating venture creation (cf. [46], p. 51): Does
the theory acknowledge uncertainty and heterogeneity? Can it be
applied to the phenomenon of emergence? Can it illuminate process
issues? Does it apply to the preferred level of analysis? And is it com-
patible with the type of outcomes the researcher is interested in?

Where extant theory does not suffice a combination of qualitative
and quantitative exploration appears a sound way forward ([94]; [95]),
provided the end result be strong concepts on a high enough level of
abstraction. When qualitative work is done in isolation there is risk
for getting lost in idiosyncratic detail; when quantitative analysis is
used without close-up familiarity with the phenomenon the correspond-
ing risk is arms-length misinterpretation of the true nature of relation-
ships. Qualitative data could potentially put necessary flesh on the
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bones regarding the role and effects of business planning as well as on
such results as, e.g., the weak effects of human and financial capital
on making progress as nascent entrepreneur. Quantitative data can
determine the strength and generality of observations and interpreta-
tions originating from qualitative analysis.

Proposition 12: Continued research in this area will benefit more
from letting existing theory govern the analysis than from solely
using curiosity about the phenomenon for guidance.

Proposition 13: Continued research in this area will benefit even
more from letting the same theory/theories guide design, opera-
tionalization, data collection and analysis, so that unsound, post
hoc pairing of empirical items (and results) with theories can be
avoided.

Proposition 14: For theoretical development where extant theory
does not suffice a combination of longitudinal case studies and
conventional PSED type data may prove a fruitful way forward.

As regards analysis methods the above review has shown that
there has already been considerable development. Researchers who
enter this field can get a good start by investigating what ‘non-standard’
methods have already been applied in NE research. Some of this
development has been lucky coincidence.1 With more systematic search
via discussions with statisticians and researchers outside their own and
the closest neighboring fields, researchers are likely to encounter new
techniques that are better suited for the task of analyzing heterogeneous,
emerging phenomena longitudinally than is the package of central-
tendency focused and variance-explaining methods that normal Ph.D.
training in Management provides one with.

1 For example, Samuelsson ([119]; [120]) more or less stumbled over and started to learn a novel
method – LGM – early in the process and well before realizing that this method was more or less
perfectly suited for the research problem he was going to focus on.
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Proposition 15: Researchers in this field should continue the search
for and application of ‘alternative’ analysis techniques that can
make better use of PSED type data.

As a note on interpretation, Carter et al.’s [24] findings about
career reasons highlight the constant need for yardsticks in this type
of research, i.e., the need for a relevant basis of comparison. Another
such reminder that many results cannot be meaningfully interpreted
in isolation is that while Human and Matthews [80] find approximately
an 80 to 20 preference for keeping the firm at a manageable size over
growing it as large as possible, Schoett and Bager [126] arrive at almost
the reverse for a similar looking item, although expressed more weakly
as preference for ‘expansion’ vs. ‘stability’. The fact that subtle differ-
ences in wording can alter results in a dramatic fashion has previously
been demonstrated by, e.g., Kahneman and Tversky [82] in their famous
research on Prospect Theory. The lesson is clear; while meaningful
interpretations can be made concerning differences between groups
that are exposed to the exact same question, and between points in
time for repeated measures on the same sample, results like these have
very uncertain absolute meaning.

Proposition 16: Researchers working with this kind of data should
avoid making ‘absolute’ interpretations and always make sure a
relevant yardstick for comparison exists.

Finally, the review was suggestive also for the use of GEM data
for scholarly purposes:

Proposition 17: For scholarly purposes, GEM data are best used
for aggregate level analysis and in combination with data from
other sources. For micro level analysis they have very limited
potential.
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9
Conclusion

This review has attempted to show that the PSED/GEM approach to
capture on-going start-up efforts and studying their concurrent devel-
opment longitudinally is a basically sound, workable approach that
has opened up a new and very promising avenue for entrepreneurship
research. While many interesting results have already been reported
and while considerable improvements on both the method and theory
sides of research have been made, there is still room and need for further
improvements. In the preceding section an attempt was made to give
as precise as possible guidance – albeit certainly not entirely complete –
regarding how this research can be further developed. While no
researcher or project should be expected to make all these improvements
at once it is hoped that the above assessment will facilitate progress
in this area of research. From the perspective of a new entrant to the
field it is still close to virgin ground and the interesting opportunities
and challenges to take on are innumerable.
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